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Scholarship awards go to top foresters

Scholarship awards were presented to University of Maine forestry and wildlife students April 17 at the annual School of Forest Resources Awards Dinner in East Commons.

Prof. Herschel Abbott of the University of Massachusetts forestry department and a 1943 graduate of the University of Maine spoke on leadership in forestry. Abbott is the present chairman of the New England section of the Society of American Foresters.

Director Albert D. Nutting of the U.M. school presided at the awards presentations which included:

Homelie scholarships of $250 each to Dennis Riley, Orono junior, and Thomas Alt, Littleton, N.H., junior.
Retail Lumber Dealers Association $100 award to Larry Emery, Hortland, sophomore.
School of Forest Resources Alumni Association certificate and book to James Gray of Syrcause, N.Y., a senior, for showing the most improvement as a student since his freshman year.

Scholarship awards were presented to University of Maine forestry and wildlife students April 16 at the annual School of Forest Resources Awards Dinner in East Commons.

Prof. Herschel Abbott of the University of Massachusetts forestry department and a 1943 graduate of the University of Maine spoke on leadership in forestry. Abbott is the present chairman of the New England section of the Society of American Foresters.

Director Albert D. Nutting of the U.M. school presided at the awards presentations which included:

Homelie scholarships of $250 each to Dennis Riley, Orono junior, and Thomas Alt, Littleton, N.H., junior.
Retail Lumber Dealers Association $100 award to Larry Emery, Hortland, sophomore.
School of Forest Resources Alumni Association certificate and book to James Gray of Syrcause, N.Y., a senior, for showing the most improvement as a student since his freshman year.

The following are the results of the campus elections.

President:
Gary Thorne
Vice President:
Jim Simpson
Secretary:
Donna Bridges
Treasurer:
Peggy Grindle
For the class of ’69
President:
Steve Hughes
Vice President:
Stuart Cowan
Secretary:
Dottie Bahrig
Treasurer:
Carol Fowlewing
For the class of ’68
President:
Brian Harden
Vice President:
Karen Thurston
Secretary:
Sandy Murphy
Treasurer:
Bob Cates
For the class of ’70
President:
Dennis Hogan
Vice President:
Eric Stansbur
Secretary:
Joanne Robbins
Treasurer:
Ann Marston
Running for offices in the senate were Steve Hughes and Ray O'Keefe, president; Stan Cowan and Scott Mogar, vice president; Dotty Rahrig, secretary; and Carol Fowlewing and Chuck Stees, treasurer.

For the class of ’69 there were 14 candidates for offices: Bob Dietrich, Dennis Hogan, president; Anne Murray, treasurer; and Dottie Bahrig, secretary.

For the class of ’70 there were 10 candidates: Bob Dietrich and Dennis Hogan, president; David King, Stuart Cowan, and Art Shiro, vice president; Joanne Robbins, secretary; and Bob Cates, treasurer.

For the class of ’71
President:
Dennis Dietrich
Vice President:
Eric Stansbur
Secretary:
Joanne Robbins
Treasurer:
Ann Marston
Mogar, vice president; Dotty Rahrig, secretary; and Carol Fowlewing and Chuck Stees, treasurer.

Scholarship awards go to top foresters

by Bob Haskell

At the Board of Trustees meeting Wednesday April 17, three top administrative positions were filled. The new dean of the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Mr. Fowle, Jr., was named to the new position of Vice President for Administration and Finance. Mr. Bruce M. Poulson was selected as the succeeding Dean of the College of Life Sciences and Agriculture.

Mr. Fowle has accepted the presidency of the University State College, Pottsdam, N.Y.

The third appointment approved by the trustees was that of Dr. Bruce R. Poulson to the position of Dean of the College of Life Sciences and Agriculture. He will take the place of Dr. Winthrop C. Libby, who has accepted the post of Vice President for Public Affairs. Mr. Poulson is currently director of the University's proposed South Campus at Dow Air Force Base. He has been a member of the U. of M. faculty since 1956, and head of the Animal Sciences Department since 1958. He will continue to be active in the Dow facilities development until September. He will also continue to serve as the chairman of the Committee for Two Year Programs. Mr. Poulson said he is "pleased and honored" to have the opportunity of directing this college as it aids the state of Maine in developing and preserving its natural resources.

Another action taken by the trustees was the approval of the newly proposed disciplinary code. Various student-faculty committees must be organized before the code's disciplinary guidelines can be regulated. A redefinition of the terms "suspen" and "dismissal" must be reviewed by the trustees before the code can become effective.

The proposed $22 million budget for the coming fiscal year was passed by the trustees. The budget provides for an 8% salary increase for the faculty and staff personnel. Funds will also be available for the added enrollment of 850 students for the coming year.

To allow for the pay increase and added enrollment, President Young stressed that all departments are limiting their expenditures for the year. Tuition and board and room fees will not be increased, however. The two most recent additions, a 200-acre site in Augusta for the new zoology building and a $100,000 addition to the new forestry building, were also approved. It will be located near the Belgrade exit of Interstate 95.

The trustees also approved the liberalization of the new existent curfew for women students. This proposal, however, will require an additional fee added to women's board and room fees for the employment of eight watchmen.

The establishment of two new sororities, Alpha Delta Pi and Sigma Kappa, was passed by the trustees. The trustees also authorized the establishment of E. Perrin Ed- wards Scholarship Fund. Many dona- tions have already been received. Edwards was chairman of the Gov- ernor's Executive Council until his death last year.

This was voted in favor of the new zoology building Murray Hall, in honor of Dr. Joseph Murray, former Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Murray is presently a full-time pro- fessor in the zoology department.

The ballot results were:
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Board of Trustees meet

Top positions filled

by Steve Potter

More than a year ago, the Interfraternity Council established an Expansion Committee, to investigate the feasibility of establishing a new fraternity system at Orono.

Marc Stamper, last year's Committee head, wrote to over forty national fraternities; eighteen showed interest in starting a colony at the University of Maine.

Stamper and the Expansion Committee screened candidates, and a short list of eight that had philosophies in keeping with University criteria. These included Phi Delta Theta, Phi Sigma Kappa, Pi Lambda Phi, Delta Epilson, Chi Phi, and Zeta Phi.

According to Art Boyd, current chairman of the Expansion Com- mittee, the University Board of Trustees have approved expansion, provided the new fraternity agrees to open membership. One fraternity will be chosen, and used as an ex- periment. If it is successful, other fraternities will follow suit later.

Dave Rand, assistant dean of men, said, "At this present time we've become involved with several young men who are interested in the chal- lenge of the establishment of this new fraternity. This is a fine op- portunity for someone interested in the fraternity experience. It gives them a chance to become a charter member."

Anyone interested in the establish- ment of a new fraternity colony should contact Dean Rand, 205 Li- brary.

The two most recent additions, Tao Kappa Epsilon and Sigma Phi Epsilon, joined approximately twen- ty years ago. Since then, no new houses have been added, although many new places have been vacated. The commitment of a new fraternity to join campus

by Bob Haskell

If you're not tied down, why not prop yourself up, glide over to the Field House, and wing your way to the Maine Outing Club's auction Maine Day. No hangers, just people interested in spending money. One proceeds is: one of the items is an airplane ride. Where in Orono would you like to go?
**Phi Gam, ATO battle**

**Mud bowl revived**

by Cookie Wilcox

How would you like to see the muscle men of Phi Gamma Delta and Alpha Tau Omega wallowing in mud up to their knees? Yes, these two fraternities are going to bring back their traditional mud bowl rivalry, which was temporarily interrupted while ATO was off campus.

Traditional Greek games will include car piling, chariot races, tug of war. The tug of war will be held from 1 to 1:30 p.m. on the practice field, while all other games will be held on the Mall. Action Greek Weekend participation starts Thursday with the election of Greek God and Goddess. Candidates for Greek goddess are Carol Albright, Pi Beta Phi; Leah Rae Bailey, Phi Mu; Donna Cates, Phi Mu; and Holly Woodbury, Chi Omega.

Greek god candidates are Vance Atropis, Sigma Chi; Ray Langmaid, Phi Kappa Sigma; Tom Meier, Phi Mu Delta; and Ken Olson, Phi Eta Kappa.

Friday morning Gov. Kenneth Curtis will light the torch of the first marathon runner at 9:30 in Augusta. When the runners approach Bangor, sorority representatives will each run a quarter of a mile.

A car parade will meet the runner at 6:30 p.m. at the Orono High School road. He will be followed to the Mall. At 7 p.m. the Greeks will assemble in a circle on the Mall where the runner will pass the torch to the Greeks who will in turn pass it from hand to hand. The Greek god and goddess will be announced, and they will light the big torch.

The Turtles concert will begin at 8 p.m. at the Memorial Gymnasium. Side doors will be for the Greeks as they will be delayed from lining up early because of the activities on the Mall. The front doors will be for nongreeks and all doors will open at the same time.

Saturday will begin with a barbecue for all Greeks in front of fraternity row. Underprivileged children from Orono and Old Town with their Greek dates will attend the barbecue. The children will also attend the games that afternoon.

In the evening all fraternities will keep the weekend spirit with house parties. To top off the weekend activities, there will be the Panhellenic-Interfraternity Sing. It will be held at the Memorial Gym at 1 p.m.

After the sing, there is a banquet planned for representatives of each fraternity and sorority. Each event throughout the weekend has a certain number of points allotted. The fraternities and sororities who meet the attendance requirements of each event will earn points toward the Participation Trophy. At the end of the weekend, the points will be added up and the fraternity and sorority with the most points will be given a trophy.

**Winter Carnival Chairmen**

Applications for the positions of chairman and co-chairman for Winter Carnival 1969 may be picked up outside the dorm beginning on Thursday, April 25th. Positions are only open to members of the Class of 1970. Applications should be completed and returned to the Dean of Men's Dorms no later than Maine Day, May 6th.

**Greek candidates demonstrate the latest means of cross-campus transportation.**

Paul McGuire, Bill Horner earn top graduation honors

Paul F. McGuire, 22, of Orono has been named valedictorian and William Horner, 21, of New Gloucester center salutatorian of the University of Maine Class of 1968.

The top two senior parts for the graduating class at the Orono campus are determined by scholastic rank during the first seven semesters of college attendance.

McGuire, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Francis McGuire of 59 College Avenue, Orono, attained an accumulative rank of 3.977 out of a possible 4.0 (straight A average). Horner, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Horner of 15 Grove Mill Park, Newtonville, Mass., attained an accumulative rank of 3.95 for his seven semesters.

McGuire, who has majored in engineering physics, plans to enter U.S. Navy Officer Candidate School following the June 7 graduation and following his service, go on to graduate school. He has been local president of Tau Beta Pi, the national engineering honor society; secretary of Sigma Pi Sigma, the physics honor society; and a member of Phi Kappa Phi, the All-College honor society.

Horner, who has majored in political science, is married and has been accepted into the Yale University Law School following graduation at Orono.

During his four years at Maine he has been president and treasurer of the Maine Debating Council; a member of Pi Kappa Delta, the debating honorary society; president of Pi Sigma Alpha, the political science honor society; and a member of Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Beta Kappa, the College of Arts and Sciences honor society.

**New offers**

Students interested in the Arts and Science Offerings are eligible for a limited number of students, subject to the approval of the academic advisor of the course.

**Graduate to greatness... become "someone special" the new york city nurse!**

Make the most productive use of your education and your abilities by starting your career as a New York City Nurse. You can select your area of clinical interest from among 19 general and specialized hospitals, learn new skills and techniques as you prepare for professional advancement, and make an important contribution not only to your particular discipline but to the entire City of New York.

You can be a good nurse anywhere, but you can become a great nurse in New York City.

Write today for more information on how to become "Someone Special"...

The New York City Nurse.

**Royalty**

**Class leaders**

**New offers**

**Res**

**I've Got in a Va**

And what I like Ruth and I... Van Heusen and will just can I I don't want So . . .

**Class leaders**

William Horner, left, and Paul McGuire have been named salutatorian and valedictorian, respectively, of the class of 1968.
Richard Beal supporters are shown outside the Portland induction center, Wednesday, April 3. Beal, upper right, planning to become the first draft resister in Maine, was ironically foiled in his attempt by Selective Service officials.

New academic program offered next semester

Students interested in participating in the Arts and Sciences "Projects in Learning" Program should see their advisor during the pre-regISTRATION period. Anyone interested in either the Independent Study Program or the Special Seminar Program may register during pre-registration.

Because the Seminars will be open to a limited number of participants, students should contact the professor offering the seminar for his approval before pre-registering for the course.

Students must have a 2.0 average to be eligible for seminar participation, and a 2.5 average for independent study program participation. Special seminars to be offered beginning in September are:

Contemporary Poetry; "Modern Drama; "The West Indies; "Marxism Leninism; "The Brain and the Computer; "Men's Work."

The seminars, offered in the fall are being taught by members of the English and Philosophy Department, University Medical School, Vice President for Academic Affairs, and Director of the Demonstration Program in Community Improvements.

I've Got My Eye On The Man... in a VAN HEUSEN "417" VANOPRESS SHIRT

And what I see of my classy mate, I like! Ruggedly built, but with a cool, suave look... just like his permanently pressed Van Heusen "417" Vanopress shirt. It's the one with new Soil Away process that washes out stains and collar soil without scrubbing. Complete with authentic button-down collar and V-Tapered fit. In tough, turned on stripes, checks or solids. Gee, I just can't take my eyes off him. Funny, I don't want to!

Now from Van Heusen... the scent of adventure... Passport 360... the first to last and last and last!
**Extracurricular Quiz:**

"Be always sure you're right — then go ahead."  
**(Speaker and Occasion)**

Notice:  
All answers must be submitted in person prior to 5:00 P.M. Saturday following the ad.

Winner will have choice of one of these two suits pictured.

---

**New I.F.C. brass elected, Terrell president**

New officers for the Inter-fraternity Council were elected Sunday, April 2. New I.F.C. leaders are President Van Terrell, Phi Mu Delta; first Vice President Al Taylor, Phi Eta Kappa; second Vice President Ben Russell, Sigma Alpha Epilon; Secretary Chuck Martel, Tau Kappa Epilon; and Treasurer Mark Kazazean, Phi Eta Kappa.

Terrell said, "The legislative body for the Greek system looks forward to a promising year. With great groundwork already laid last year’s President Mike McInnis and the outgoing Executive Board, the new officers expect to make significant gains in such areas as pledge training, rush procedures, scholarship. The addition of a new national fraternity to the system, along with better public relations, are also important gains."

Last year the I.F.C. inaugurated several new programs, including a speakers’ program whereby faculty members and their families are invited to formal dinners at the various fraternities.

Sororities were given an increased role in Greek activities, such as participation in the Marathon Race during Greek Weekend. Events were designed to foster closer ties between fraternities and their sister sororities.

As part of the increased I.F.C. public relations campaign, parents of incoming freshmen were contacted early in the school year, and told about the Greek system at Maine. Their participation and interest will be the mass bar-b-que to be held, this week-end on fraternity row. All fraternities and sororities are invited to participate.

According to Terrill, "The name of the game is still to get everybody in the game. With the increasing unity that exists in the Greek system, and the quality of leadership within each house, the new I.F.C. can look forward to an eventful year."

---

**Trio performs**  
by Tracy Bronson

The next of the Friday Evening Concerts will feature the Carnegie Trio in the Lord Hall Recital Hall at 8 p.m., May 3. The trio, Robert Collins, cellist, Clayton Hare, violinist; and Kathryn Foley, pianist; have performed in concerts separately and together here and around the state this year in addition to their duties as music faculty members.

The program will open with Haydn's Seventh Trio. This will be followed by Faure’s Trio from Opus 120 and Turina’s Trio from Opus 35. These last two have in common a remarkable subtlety and balance. While the Faure is French, the Turina is easily identified as Spanish by its rhythms. The Turina may also be noted for harmony that may not be contemporary but is nonetheless sophisticated.

Following the recital a reception at which all concert goers are invited, will be held upstairs in Lord Hall.

---

**HERFF-JONES presents**

Official University of Maine Class Rings

on display

Main Lobby – Memorial Union

Tuesday and Thursday 1-3 P.M.
In the Spring of 1953, a front page headline in the Campus read, "Two Students Lost In Stillwater River." The two students, Richard E. Phelon, and Barbara Bosworth, were in a motor launch which capsized and carried them over Gilman Falls, while a half dozen spectators watched helplessly. Their bodies were not recovered until the next day. Both were experienced outdoorsmen.

A decade later, a like tragedy occurred when two 20-year-old University of Maine juniors drowned after starting down the Stillwater in a canoe. John Field and Tom Feltman, both majoring in wildlife management, were expert outdoorsmen and swimmers, yet their skills were useless, pitted against the forces of the freezing river.

The waters are the same as in past years and the "experts" are no better. Spring is the most dangerous time of the year for water travel. The winter snows having melted, the rivers are high and fast with swift under currents. Most do not realize the power and relentlessness which lurk beneath the apparently peaceful surfaces of the Penobscot and Stillwater rivers. How long can a man last in the swift waters, whippng downstream at speeds approaching 25 miles-an-hour? Heavy clothing and boots would allow two or three minutes at most.

Until the student population acquires some respect for spring water, we can expect history to repeat itself.

Hi. We’re about to spend the evening with famous actor Rocky Fellow, reminiscing about his past successes on the silver screen.
—Good evening Rocky.
* No comment
* Rocky, many people have requested me to ask you what you believe your most successful role has been. Do you have an answer?
* Yes. I believe it was back in 1964, when I played an ensign aboard the ship The Republican.
* That's right. I had my most famous line in that picture, too.
* And what was that?
* "Abandon ship."
* Ah yes, you left The Republican to sink.
* Rocky, how about the time you played the magician in "Not Gone, But Forgotten"?
* That was the same year, 1964. With marvelous and uncanny feats of prestidigitation I caused party unity to disappear, and the G. O. P nominated a candidate with no visible support from myself.
—No comment
—"Abandon ship."
—Yes, but my staudin did all the running.
—Well, what about this year Rocky?
—I just finished a picture called "Surrender". In it, I play a mentally ill person who suffers from frequent withdrawals.
—Boy, Rocky! I bet you're great at that.
—Yes.
—By the way, Rocky, I hear you're up for casting in "The President".
* No, not really. Who wants a bit part?
To the Editor:

After first reading the articles by the students for McCarthy in the current issue (April 18, 1968) of *The Maine Campus*, I thought the favorable evaluation of the Campus was a bit suspect. The desire or the obligation to be even-handed with Senator Kennedy is quite different. I would like you and the readers to see and read of people who look down on McCarthy students, or merely an indication of the political leanings of the young Republicans and the SDS.

To the Editor:

The engineering student is a perfect example of childish disbelief for fact and journalistic responsibility. It appears that the authors of the opinion piece are not interested in the rationality of the Campus to imply that only those people who have attitudes similar to those held by the editorial staff are acceptable.

The students have the social acceptability of engineering students (not "technical students") being quite interesting, I would like to know how many of these attitudes are aims of being. Engineering students, and not journalists, we have the prediction toward quantifying before opining. We would therefore like Miss Cyr and Mr. Steward to make known the number of students who were asked if they enjoyed dating engineering students, who make up the number of engineering students polled to justify the paragraph: "Many percent of engineering freshmen find that the re-wards of engineering exceeded the demands, and eventually leave or change to other col-

To the Editor:

I want to offer my applause for the excerpt in the short editorial piece last week. I thought it was wonderfully funny, and thoroughly enjoyed it.

I understand I may be the only Kennedy supporter around with a sense of humor. If this is so, heaven help us. Those who took it seriously, and voted for Senator Kennedy in an office with pencils drawn, need lessons in the very valuable place of satire in our literary history. They also should not take themselves so seriously! Brooks W. Hamilton
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The Maine Campus Page Seven

To the Editor:

"Consistent with popular belief, Richar-
X-old Nixon is not a conservative on the is-
ssues that confront us, but a gue-
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Holbrook sisters play butterflies

by W. E. Yerika

There is a new sister-act around the Maine Campus Theatre, Linda and Joan Holbrook. They play competition butterflies in the upcoming production of "The Insect Comedy," which will run from May 7-11 in Hauk Auditorium.

Linda, who appeared last fall in the theatre lab show "The Thang Carnival," auditioned for the "In- sect" role and thought it would be interesting if Joan tried for a part, too. Joan agreed, and both were cast.

"Actually, it's fun to be rivals on the stage," Joan said.

Moreable pieces and sliding doors are part of some constructions of Maine artist William A. Shevis, who is currently on display in the Hauk Auditorium as a part of the Masque Spring Lecture Series.

Three dimensional

Shevis exhibit art

A fresh, bright, bold collection of wood constructions by Maine artist William A. Shevis is now on exhibit in the Hauk Auditorium until May 14.

Shevis, 54, a Camden resident, was born in Ireland, lived in Scotland until he was 14 then emigrated with his family to the United States. His family settled near Boston, Mass., where he attended the Massachusetts School of Art.

His work has been shown at the Museum of Modern Art, the Metropolitan, the Brooklyn Museum, the Library of Congress, Carnegie Institute, the Portland Museum, the Farmsworth Museum, and the Institute of Mexican-North American Relations.

Shevis discussed his work and the reasons and philosophy behind it in a Campus interview last week. The Campus asked why he employed the three dimensional construction rather than more conventional techniques such as oil painting.

"The idea that we have," Mr. Shevis said, "is a natural development from woodcuts and block printing, from simple high and low relief design enhanced by color. I add "found" materials such as weathered wood, shingles, and paper scraps to give the design a feeling of texture. Most often these bits are monochromatic and subdued in color."

Mr. Shevis developed his use of bold colors in Mexico. "Vision is hindered by the atmospheric re- fraction. Here you can soften and smooth the features of the landscape here in Maine and New Eng- land. In Mexico, the most definite impression is the silhouettes of color and sharp, clear," he said.

On the philosophy behind his constructions, Mr. Shevis explained that a landscape "is not a single light of sight, but an environment made up of a number of elements related to one another structurally and geographically." Mr. Shevis is attempting to give a factual record of environment by the use of dimension. The spaces, depths, and shadows which vary with the source of light give a different and subjective meaning to the panels. "The panel of the constructions are composed of bits and scraps of im- mumerable materials. Mr. Shevis places objects within objects and physical bits and pieces behind and in front of one another. In this way he views his own dimension as he moves and changes his point of view. Sliding panels and move- able pieces also permit the viewer to change his perspective and thus his own dimension of the world."

Mr. Shevis feels it is not enough to simply learn the places as we see them from one fixed spot. "We must look beyond the obvious and see this thing from all angles; from all sides. We view the world from the side, in back of— all are part of the location."

The artist has taken this factual record and made a new thing, a new structure existing in its own dimensions, full of life and color, emanating its own being to whoever recognizes it in his own awareness.

Travel: EUROPE '68

- U. of M. Group Flight
- 17 June - 28 August
- 8 days Eurail Pass
- 12 nights hotels

For more info:
Steve Skaling
110 Aroostook
866-4973

Shevis show

A three dimensional sculpture exhibit by Maine artist William A. Shevis is now on exhibit in the Hauk Auditorium until May 14.

Five of the sculptures by Mr. Shevis are made of wood and come from his home studio near Camden and one from Mexico. The remaining sculptures are of wood, slate, and paper, some including "found" materials such as weathered wood, shingles, and paper scraps to give the design a feeling of texture. Most often these bits are monochromatic and subdued in color.

Mr. Shevis developed his use of bold colors in Mexico. "Vision is hindered by the atmospheric refraction. Here you can soften and smooth the features of the landscape here in Maine and New England. In Mexico, the most definite impression is the silhouettes of color and sharp, clear," he said.

Shevis discussed his work and the reasons and philosophy behind it in a Campus interview last week. The Campus asked why he employed the three dimensional construction rather than more conventional techniques such as oil painting.

"The idea that we have," Mr. Shevis said, "is a natural development from woodcuts and block printing, from simple high and low relief design enhanced by color. I add "found" materials such as weathered wood, shingles, and paper scraps to give the design a feeling of texture. Most often these bits are monochromatic and subdued in color."

Mr. Shevis developed his use of bold colors in Mexico. "Vision is hindered by the atmospheric refraction. Here you can soften and smooth the features of the landscape here in Maine and New England. In Mexico, the most definite impression is the silhouettes of color and sharp, clear," he said.

On the philosophy behind his constructions, Mr. Shevis explained that a landscape "is not a single light of sight, but an environment made up of a number of elements related to one another structurally and geographically." Mr. Shevis is attempting to give a factual record of environment by the use of dimension. The spaces, depths, and shadows which vary with the source of light give a different and subjective meaning to the panels. "The panel of the constructions are composed of bits and scraps of innumerable materials. Mr. Shevis places objects within objects and physical bits and pieces behind and in front of one another. In this way he views his own dimension as he moves and changes his point of view. Sliding panels and movable pieces also permit the viewer to change his perspective and thus his own dimension of the world."

Mr. Shevis feels it is not enough to simply learn the places as we see them from one fixed spot. "We must look beyond the obvious and see this thing from all angles; from all sides. We view the world from the side, in back of— all are part of the location."

The artist has taken this factual record and made a new thing, a new structure existing in its own dimensions, full of life and color, emanating its own being to whoever recognizes it in his own awareness.

Trusselies meeting

(Continued from page 7)

Fowlie received his B. S. degree in business administration from Northeastern University in 1947. He earned his master's degree in the same field from the University of Texas in 1962. In 1942 Fowlie en- listed in the Army Air Force and by 1946 had received officer and pilot training. From 1954-56 he was Chief of Business Management and Accounting for the Air Force Acad- emy in Denver, Colorado. From 1956-59 he served as Costproctor for the S.A.C. wing at Dow Air Force Base. In this capacity he supervised the accounting, financial, statistical services, managerial analy- sis, and budget transactions for the wing. For his efficiency at this sta- tion, he received recognition from SAC headquarters as the most effec- tive Comptroller in SAC. During

Stop & save

19 MILL STREET - ORONO

MEATS
Fresh Pork Loin Rib Combinations 45c lb.
Fresh Pork Loin Chine Combinations 55c lb.
Lean Country Style Fresh Spare Ribs 53c lb.
Chine Pork Port Ribs 49c lb.
Rib Portion Pork Ribs 39c lb.
Quarter Loin Pork Ribs 65c lb.
Fresh Frozen Holubit Fillets 49c lb.
Nepco Sliced Bologna or Solami 12 oz. 59c

GROCERIES
Flaky Bake DONUTS 44c doz.
Nabisco CHIPSSTERS 45c doz.
Lustre HAIR REJ. 70c
Red & White BLEACH 36c - Save 20c
BIC DRINKS 44c 6 oz. can
Staff INSTANT COFFEE 10 oz. jar
Blue Ribbon FASHION 200 ct.
Stackable W & TINA in Water 64 oz. can
Strongheart CAT OR DOG FOOD 16 oz. can
Aunt Jemima Pancake 10 lb.
Staff NON-FAT DRY MILK 12 qt.
Lox 2 lb. pkg.
Kraft ORANGE JUICE 1/2 gal.
Birds Eye BROCCOLI SPEARS 10 oz.
ITALIAN GREEN BEANS 9 oz.
FRILLY RIVER ORANGES 69c
FRILLY CUCUMBERS 29c

Serving You Is Our Pleasure
8:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
8:30 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. Thursday, Friday
8:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Saturday

Bridal Fabrics
Sole: Wool and Wool

Wednesday, April 25, 1968

Young on turtles.

The post for an animal would provide a basis for sub-jectivity to research in new tax.

Newsworthy lectures, courses: a new thing of it. a new structuteb-
Research grant
Cook cited

A University of Maine zoologist, Dr. James R. Cook, has been awarded a Research Career De-
v elopment Award by the U.S. Public Health Service for a five-
year period. U.M. President Edwin Young announced Monday.

The grant, which is renewable for an additional five years, will provide Dr. Cook's salary, en-
abling him to devote his time to research in addition to any teaching in new techniques directly applicable to his research.

Dean John J. Nolde of the College of Arts and Sciences said that it was an honor for Cook, the zoology department and the university to receive the award which will permit him to continue basic re-
search in cell biology. Although technically the grant relieves Cook of all teaching duties he will con-
 tinue to teach a course in cell biology, as well as graduate stu-
dents interested in programs di-
rectly related to his research pro-
 gram.

All Cook's research is in cell
biology, with special emphasis on the mechanisms which control growth and division of single cells, and is related to several branches of medicine, including such areas as research on cancer and aging.

For the past five years he has been conducting research in this field under a grant from the U.S. Public Health Service.

A West Virginia native, Cook has been a member of the U.M. faculty since 1963, coming here from the University of California School of Medicine where he had been an assistant research biophysicist. A grad-
uate of Concord College in 1950, he earned his master's degree at West Virginia University and his doctorate from the University of California at Los Angeles. From 1958 to 1966 he was a pre-doctoral Fellow of the National Institute of Health, and a post-doctoral Fellow in 1969 and 1961 at the Muskie Marine Biological Station in Japan.

Campus Calendar

Friday, April 26: Dr. William
Hughes of Bowdoin College will
speak at the Physics Colloquium at
4:30 p.m. in 140 Bennett Hall. His
topic will be "Remarks on Stellar
Emission Lines." Dr. Hughes' presentation will be open to the public free of charge. Alpha Phi Omega, U. of M.'s service
fraternity, will hold a marathon run starting from the University
of Maine in Augusta at 9:30 a.m.
as a starting event for Greek
Weekend. The runners will run
On the 7.5 miles to the Orono
High School at 6 p.m. and will
carry the torch to the Student
Centre at 7 p.m. MUAB will pre-
 sent the movie "Deirdre Oat" in
Hauck Auditorium at 7 and 9:30
p.m. Admission is 85 cents.

Saturday, April 27: MUAB will
present the movie "1,000,000 B.C.
in Hauck Auditorium at 7 and
9:30 p.m. Admission is 85 cents.

Monday, April 29: The Students for
Democratic Society will sponsor a
Teach-in on Racism and the
 ghetto in 120 Little Hall at 7:15.

Tuesday, April 30: The Poetry
Hour will sponsor Mr. J. Duff
Gillispie at 4:30 p.m. in the Main
Louge of the Memorial Union.

Where have all the heroes gone?

A young woman cries out her agony to
The Brooklyn sky
As good citizens dim their lights
So they may watch unseen
The late show in the streets.

The heroes are gone?
Too smart to get involved.
In the current lingo they "keep their cool".
Well, listen here
The young men stand aside
The young men stand aside
too smart to get involved.

In the current lingo they "keep their cool."
Well, listen here
No great civilizations have been built
By men who kept their cool . . .
No frontiers conquered
No revoluitions waged
No brave new societies forged
By men who kept their cool.
Asl of mankind's shining achievements
Have been propelled into being
By men who kept their cool...

Where have all the heroes gone?
For better schools
Better housing
Better government.
Better jobs

"The Long Hot Summer" will be
the title of a talk by Frank C. Ar-
icale to be given at 8:00 P.M.
Wednesday, May 1 in the Main
Lounge of the Memorial Union.

Arricale is the deputy commis-
sioner of the Department of Reloca-
tion and Management Services of
the Housing and Development Ad-
ministration of the City of New
York. He has worked in several
programs for disadvantaged and
minority youth. Among these were
a program called JHN, Job Op-
porunities in Neighborhoods which
helped train high school dropout
for jobs and a program in which
minority youth were trained to be-
come policemen.

He has taught at St. John's Uni-
versity, City College of New York,
and New Rochelle. He has also
been active in the Newman Apostle
and Hesidenta which are labor
organizations.

The Interfaith Council of Chap-
lains which is sponsoring the talk
feels that Arricale's background with
the minority groups will provide
an interesting insight into the prob-
lem of possible racial unrest in the
cities this summer as a result of the
King slaying.
SDS teach-in

U.S. policy discussed

by Hank Moody

Author and lecturer Scott Nearing alleged the United States of "empire building" in a discussion titled, "American Foreign Policy: Viet Nam of the Future" at Little Hall Monday evening.

"The United States is progressing in true imperialistic style," said the author of "The Radical Conscience" and "Dollar Diplomacy." According to Nearing, the 20th century will be known in history as "the American Century," where we try to do for the world what the British tried in the 19th Century—policing it, financing it, profiting from it, exploiting it, running it.

Nearing's remarks came at the climax of the discussion organized by the Students for a Democratic Society. They summed up talks given by six preceding speakers, who saw the history of American foreign policy, regarding six specific countries. Prof. Stewart Doty, chairman, introduced Prof. Jerome Nadelhoffer of the history department. Nadelhoff reviewed the history of our commitments in Vietnam and called our obligations there "distorted by the U.S. Government which does not tell the people the true nature of the situation."

Dr. Melvin Burke of the economics department followed. He said the U.S. decides whether a country is an ally or not by observing their governments, or "whether they allow us to run our government. or whether they allow us to observe our obligations there "distorted by American foreign policy to their own profit advantage in Guatemala.

U.S. foreign policies regarding the Dominican Republic, Bolivia, and Cuba were reviewed by undergraduates Richard Davies, George Burgoynes, and Larry Moskowitz, respectively.

Nearing, now a resident of Haborside, Me., said the theme of American history has been "expansion." He said it started with the Louisiana Purchase and is continuing today.

"American business," Nearing continued, "are making huge investments on the European continent, and we are keeping an occupation army there of 230,000 men with modern war equipment. Gen. De Gaulle is quite worthy about this."

Nearing explained the great fear of our capitalist system for socialistic systems is, "in such systems the natural resources of the country constitutionally belong to the people. Natural resources cannot be bought. Human labor resources cannot be exploited."

Nearing, a long-time anti-war protestant and propagator of social reform warmed the audience at Little Hall. "A principle of empire building is war, and if war is fought with nuclear weapons . . . the game is up."

German Play

There will be a student production in German of a one act play by Bert Brecht, Die Gewehre der Fruehling (The Rifles of Senora Carrata) on April 28th and 29th at 8 P.M. in the Little Theater of Alumni Hall. All are welcome to attend.

Attention tennis buffs!

Tennis buffs, please stay off all courts when you are wearing any footgear other than tennis sneakers.

All You Need Is Love

TO INSURE PROMPT DELIVERY OF THE 1968 PRISM AND THE MAINE ALUMNUS MAGAZINE, ALL STUDENTS WHO WILL NOT BE RETURNING TO THE ORONO CAMPU S NEXT SEPTEMBER ARE REQUESTED TO FILL OUT AND SEND THIS FORM TO BUSINESS MANAGER, PRISM OFFICE, LORD HALL.

MOTHER'S HELPER

To care for two girls, ages 7 and 4.

Must be mature and reliable. Live in, at lakehouse cottage, Naples, Maine, for summer. Good pay. Minimum age 17.

Write:

P. O. Box 265

Lewiston, Maine 04240

This work done by Michael Lewis is on display in Gallery One, Carnegie Hall. The faculty art show is on display in Gallery One. All University of maine art faculty members David O. Decker, Ronald Gihz, and Michael Lewis.

Kienbush reviews faculty art show

by Judy Jennings

The contemporary art show now hanging in Gallery One in Carnegie Hall is "absolutely splendid, skillful, brilliant," according to Mr. William Kienbush, artist-in-residence at the University. The show is by three University of Maine art faculty members David O. Decker, Ronald Gihz, and Michael Lewis. At a lecture April 17, Mr. Kienbush explained some of the motives and trends in the three artists' work.

Lewis makes movies, and his paintings often portray "a sort of cinematic image of Lewis' own mind." To create contrast, Lewis uses evocative images and abstract shapes at the same time. He also displays an "incredible juxtaposition" between a white background with realistic pictures of people. Gihz's art is basically optical. One looks at it and it appears to move. His circles illustrate a paradox, whereby the background is the last color painted. Gihz's stripes are an example of minimal art which according to Kienbush is the "hottest thing on the boards today."

In this he paints simple objects, neither symmetrical nor illusionistic, that "exist as understood presences in themselves."

David Decker's prints are in the tradition of expressionism but exaggerated. One hand is "out to grab the face and the background. His head in fact "becomes a sort of land, an emotional visit into a man's face." The exhibit will be up until May 30.
everybody's
do'in it...

by Laura Faragher

Everyone dig up your favorite recipes for sun and warm weather because Spring will officially be welcomed this weekend, when Greeks and their dates have 72 hours of fun scheduled for Greek Weekend.

It is a sort of Lewis' own abstract paradox. If anyone asks to borrow your track shoes, by all means lend them willingly. They will probably be running in the marathon to begin in August at 9:30 a.m. and end at the Hall 7:04 p.m.

The Greek Weekend Committee and tickets are available to everyone. Alpha Tau Omega's and their dates will dance to the Cabaleros at their spring house party Friday night from 9 to 11.

On Saturday, April 27—Varsity Track: at New Hampshrie (1:00)
—Fresh Track: at New Hampshire (1:00)
—Fresh Baseball: Ricker (2:00)
—Fresh Tennis: S. Portland HS (1:30)
—Monday, April 29—Varsity Tennis: Bates (2:30)
—Tuesday, April 30—Varsity Baseball: Colby Frosh (2:30)
—Fresh Baseball: Colby Frosh (1:00)
—Fresh Track: Colby Frosh (1:00)
—Fresh Tennis: Colby Frosh (1:30)

Maine Black Bears flex their muscles after a long winter's estivation. The team will engage in the Blue-White Game on Maine Day.

Maine Day football game to climax spring practice

It's mid-April and Maine's fittest Black Bear gridiron candidates begin their annual migration to the practice area behind Memorial Gymnasium. After fifteen practice sessions, the Black Bears will engage in their annual Blue-White game on Maine Day. Overcast skies and soggy field welcomed eighty-eight hopefuls on April 18th. Heading the ranks were thirty returning lettermen and some fifteen pluses of last year's regular ballplayers. Coach Walter Abbott and staff are trying something new this year with the tri-captainship of Don Loranger, Francis Griffin and Al-Yankee Conference Linebacker Ernie Quackenbush.

With each coming season, a head football coach usually faces prey to bad luck in the injury department. Proven ballplayers missing from the spring trial numbers but expected to recover fully for the fall schedule, include Mike Berks, Charlie Yanush, Don Loranger and Dave Wing.

Hard charging Mike and Charlie figure predominantly at any running back position. Berks is recuperating from a knee operation and Yanush from an injured back. Bucky Don holds his own in the defensive line at either tackle or end. Spunky Dave could solve the quarterback problem if his leg knapsack permits. Loranger also suffered a leg injury.

The result of long baseball building season is evident in the experience of underclassmen. All positions look heavily in the hall -toting category. Quarterback is a big question with Mike Janish, Don Loranger and Dave Wing. Coach Abbott must sigh with relief when he sees mountain-size Charlie News (6'5", 250), a Bowl-don transfer of shot-put fame, lumbering off onto the field. His partner at the other defensive tackle is Ernie Gilbert (6'3", 250), a Waterville resident and West Texas student transfer, given to Charlie in the height department but not in overall size.

The administration has indicated that Spring ball will be primarily concerned with offense. The defense looks solid.

Soggy field welcomed eighty-eight hopefuls on April 18th. Heading the ranks were thirty returning lettermen and some fifteen pluses of last year’s regular ballplayers. Coach Walter Abbott and staff are trying something new this year with the tri-captainship of Don Loranger, Francis Griffin and Al-Yankee Conference Linebacker Ernie Quackenbush.

With each coming season, a head football coach usually faces prey to bad luck in the injury department. Proven ballplayers missing from the spring trial numbers but expected to recover fully for the fall schedule, include Mike Berks, Charlie Yanush, Don Loranger and Dave Wing.

Hard charging Mike and Charlie figure predominantly at any running back position. Berks is recuperating from a knee operation and Yanush from an injured back. Bucky Don holds his own in the defensive line at either tackle or end. Spunky Dave could solve the quarterback problem if his leg knapsack permits. Loranger also suffered a leg injury.

The result of long baseball building season is evident in the experience of underclassmen. All positions look heavily in the hall -toting category. Quarterback is a big question with Boucher, Hamilton, Hopping, Iwasaki and Rippey in contention.

Coach Abbott must sigh with relief when he sees mountain-size Charlie News (6'5", 250), a Bowl-don transfer of shot-put fame, lumbering off onto the field. His partner at the other defensive tackle is Ernie Gilbert (6'3", 250), a Waterville resident and West Texas student transfer, given to Charlie in the height department but not in overall size.

The administration has indicated that Spring ball will be primarily concerned with offense. The defense looks solid.

OFFICIAL NOTICE

PRE-REGISTRATION—Dates for pre-registration, fall semester 1968, are as follows:

- Arts and Sciences: April 29 — May 10
- Business Administration: April 29 — May 6
- Education: May 6 — 10 only
- Life Sciences and Agriculture: April 29 — May 10
- Technology: April 29 — May 10

All students, undergraduate and graduate, are expected to register during the periods designated above.

IMPORTANT: Check mechanical details of registration with your adviser.

EDUCATION: Registration materials will be mailed to each student in the College and are to be returned to the registration clerks in the foyer of the Education Building.
Sports Calendar

Saturday, April 27—Varsity Track: at New Hampshire (1:00)

— Track: at New Hampshire (1:00)

— Fresh Baseball: Ricker

— Fresh Tennis: S. Portland HS (1:30)

Monday, April 29—Varsity Tennis: Bates (1:30)

Tuesday, April 30—Varsity Baseball: at Bates (2:30)

— Varsity Golf: at Bates (2:30)

Wednesday, May 1—Varsity Baseball: Colby (2:30)

— Fresh Baseball: Colby Fresh (2:30)

— Varsity Track: Colby (1:00)

— Fresh Track: Colby Fresh (1:00)

— Varsity Tennis: Colby (1:30)

— Fresh Tennis: Colby Fresh (1:30)

Maine Day football game to climax spring practice

It's mid-April and Maine's lighten. Black Bear gridiron candidates begin their annual migration to the practice area. From behind Memorial Gymnasium. After fifteen practice sessions, the Black Bears will engage in their annual Blue-White game on Maine Day. Overcast skies and soggy field welcomed eighty-eight hopefuls at 18th heading. The ranks were thirty returning lettermen and some fifteen-plus of last year's regular ballplayers. Coach Walter Abbott and staff are trying something new this year with the tri-captainship of Don Loranger, Francis Griffin and all-Wilkie Conference Linebacker Ernie Quackenbush. With each coming season, a head football coach usually falls prey to bad luck in his own injury department. Proven ballplayers missing from the spring trial numbers but expected to recover fully for the fall schedule, include Mike Berra, Charlie Yanush, Don Loranger and Dave Wing. Hard charging Mike and Charlie center might be able to shoulder the load. Berra is recuperating from a knee operation and Yanush from an injured back. Burly Don holds his own in the defensive line at either tackle or end. Spunky Dave could solve the quarterback problem if his leg knits properly. Loranger also suffered a leg injury. The result of the last fall's bullying season is evident in the experience line. The defense looks solid. The biggest question with offense. The defense looks solid. but for Maine to have a winning season, the offense must be clicking.

OFFICIAL NOTICE

PRE-REGISTRATION—Dates for pre-registration, fall semester 1968, are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 29</td>
<td>May 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 29</td>
<td>May 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 29</td>
<td>May 6-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 29-30</td>
<td>May 6-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 29-30</td>
<td>May 6-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL STUDENTS, undergraduate and graduate, are expected to register during the periods designated above.

IMPORTANT: Check mechanical details of registration with your adviser.

EDUCATION: Registration materials will be mailed to each student in the College and are to be returned to the registration clerk in the foyer of the Education Building.